Stockholm, Sweden
January, 2018

Introducing Living Design of Sweden
We have a pleasure in inviting you to look at a sample of Living Design’s projects and
competency shown with our website (www.livingdesign.com) and to demonstrate
how we can be a reliable and powerful design house for you in your new projects in
the hospitality new build and renovation as well as the High End Residential Interior
Design and Turn-key projects.
Company Overview:
Living Design is a top Swedish based, International Interior Design Company with an
unparalleled reputation across Scandinavia within an industry that thrives on perfection.
Since its establishment in 1984, Living Design has consistently honed the professionalism
of the best design talent available from across the world, to become a leader in the
design and execution of luxury hotels and very high end residential properties throughout
the world, both new build and renovation always with a craft of individual narrative
concept tailored.
Living Design’s unique creativity has ensured the success of more than 270 projects, both
domestically and internationally, for prominent 5 star hotels and high end residential
projects. With an eye for innovation and a standard of excellence, we dictate the
success of our projects and elevate the expectations of our clients. Our 33 Years of
experience have transformed Living Design into one of Europe’s Premier Interior Design
Companies. Hotel chains such as Kempinski, Marriott, IHG, Hilton and Accor are just
some of the clients of Living Design with the remit of the Company to expand its portfolio
from within Europe, the GIS, Russia and the Middle East and at the most exclusive travel
destinations.
By providing such customized services for clients and forever seeking a progressive
approach to design, the company offers a wide range of innovative and creative
services. Unlike many of its contemporaries it is not narrowly focused but instead offers
flexibility coupled with solutions eliminating the barriers between interior designers,
architects and consultants. It forges positive relationships and brings together art and
architecture, interior, graphic design and more.
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Living Design’s most recent accomplishments includes the renovation of the Pullman
Skipper Barcelona, the all new Marriott Mostar, Bosnia, the Wyndham Addis Ababa, the
Grand Hotel Kempinski Geneva new rooms Renovation Program, the Hilton Ikoyi, Port
Harcourt and Abuja, Nigeria, The Intercontinental Hotel & Spa, Davos, Sofitel Ashgabat,
Turkmenistan , Kempinski Cathedral Square, Vilnius, Lithuania, the Grand Hotel Kempinski
Geneva, the Radisson Oslo Plaza, the Grand Kempinski High Tatras, Slovakia to name
few.
Forthcoming major projects include the opening of the renovation of the Marriott
Copenhagen, Denmark, the all new Marriott Geneva Airport, the last stage of renovation
of the Grand Kempinski Geneva as well as a very premium selection of Private Residences
in top travel destination among other new projects.
Through the drive of its current principal Tarek Hegazy, and its experienced team of
international professionals the company has a shared passion for cutting edge design,
using imagination and creativity as tools they have developed their reputation as
innovative project specialists delivering practical design, appealing to the eye but
remaining original.
Trusted by its clients, acclaimed by its peers the company has a broad range of business
offering new visions and ideas.
It is part of the companies remit to form concepts and designs that are easily identifiable
with property owners and developers, primarily but not exclusively, in the Hospitality and
leisure industries engaging in planning and consulting, the development and execution
of interior design. Living Design provides a full range of design services, procurement of
FF&E and installation giving a full turn-key solution so often requested by its prestigious
clients.
During the years of experience, Living Design has accumulated a portfolio of clients
and projects that have earned us several awards of excellence. Living Design have
also won a numerous design awards and have been finalist on several others including
the European Design Award, Best Business hotel award, best European hotel, Best hotel
in Africa and best hotel worldwide, best restoration hotel among others. Our work has
been featured in numerous magazines around the world notably as design setter in
innovation and functionality. The company has been a AAA credit worthiness rated in
the Swedish market for the last 7 years in a row, and in 2017, has been nominated as
one of the top growing Swedish companies by the highly acclaimed Swedish Dagens
Industri.
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Our Mission Statement
Clients accept that design and ambience make a definite contribution to their
competitive edge. They recognize that projects commissioned from Living Design
are investments, pure and simple. While we believe that dreaming is our everyday’s
inspiration, we blur the boundaries between uniqueness and functionality to offer an
eccentric design result based on ideas drawn by our diversified multi cultured designers.
Known as the Scandinavian soul of functionality and sophisticated appeal in our design,
our goal remains to provide the very best quality, coupled with the most functional
solution at the best competitive prices.
Our mission at Living Design is to understand our client needs, reflect them into an
extraordinary design and achieve the creativity of pleasure of its user in order to give
each project its own signature related to its place but timeless in its vocabulary.
We are as well able to offer competitive savings to our clients should they select us to
do the turnkey since we realize the project from its birth through to completion with our
extensive procurement and project management concept.
We fully believe that any delay in the opening of a project results in lost revenues and
we vigorously ensure that all projects undertaken at Living Design are always kept to
budget and on schedule and that’s certainly the challenge we carry for all our clients
and property owners.
At the end, we hope you will enjoy working with us as much as we enjoy working with
you.
Sincerely,

Tarek Hegazy, AIA- SAR/MSA
Principal & Creative Director
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